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Lucas Cranach the Elder (1472–1553) has long been over-shadowed by his more famous
contemporaries, Albrecht Dürer and Hans Holbein (the Younger). Yet, during the second half
of the 19th century, Cranach’s art and that of his workshop became the focus of significant
national and transnational interest. Not only would this transform Cranach’s visibility for
modern art, it would bring the very meaning and identity of a German Renaissance and
Reformation memory centre-stage, in particular in the German and Nordic world. It is the
potency of Cranach’s unexplored ‘afterlife’, his Nachleben (to borrow Aby Warburg’s key
concept1), which is pivotal for this discussion.
Taking as its focus the celebrated 1899 Cranach Exhibition in Dresden, curated by the
Hamburg art historian Karl Woermann, which brought Cranach into a 20th-century spotlight,
this article examines three pivotal, yet understudied areas of modern interest in Cranach’s
art.2 First, is a neglected revival and reception of Cranach as a torchbearer of Reformation art
and its cultural legacies. In this, Cranach’s work acquires developed significance in the contexts
of expanding Romantic and later 19th-century cultural discourses of nationhood, linked to the
new-found appeal of the artist’s ‘popular’ so-called ‘primitive’ expressions of piety. Second,
are key ways in which such revivals of Cranach’s work stimulate competing cultural narratives
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In connection with Aby Warburg’s ‘Das Nachleben der Antike’ (in Fritz Saxl, ‘Das Nachleben
der Antike: Zur Einführung in die Bibliothek Warburg’, Hamburger Universitätszeitung, 11: 4,
1921, 245) – but a concept that opens particularly fruitful insights in navigating complex cultural
temporalities, notably the ‘survival’ of pre-/early modern in modern cultures, or as Georges DidiHuberman perceives in relation to his construct of ‘spectral time’, ‘to enter into a time other than
habitual chronologies [and], eternal “influences”’, Georges Didi-Huberman. ‘The Surviving Image:
Aby Warburg and Tylorian Anthropology’, Oxford Art Journal, vol. 25: 1, 2002, (61–69), 61, 63.
This article is the developed outcome of papers first given at the international conferences on
‘Protestant Images: Faith and Self-Image’ (Veste Coburg, Coburg: October 2017) and ‘European
Revivals: Cultural Mythologies around 1900’ (National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh: December
2017) – my thanks to the conference organisers for these opportunities. I would also like to thank
the Warburg Institute (School of Advanced Studies, University of London), for the conferral of a
Visiting Fellowship (2019–present), for the access to scholarly resources and also the many rich
exchanges with Warburg colleagues and Fellows which have greatly advanced my thinking on
Cranach’s afterlives, as has fruitful conversations with Prof Dr Gabriele Rippl (Bern), Dr Ralph Gleis
(Berlin) and colleagues at the Ateneum Art Museum, Finnish National Gallery (Helsinki), to whom
I extend my gratitude. In preparing this article for publication, my thanks to Dr Tim Farrant (Oxford)
and to the anonymous peer-reviewers of the final manuscript for their helpful comments and
suggestions.
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of nationhood, memory and artistic identity: tensions, urgent in the range and character of
responses generated by the 1899 Dresden Cranach Exhibition and its catalogue.3 Indeed,
drawing on rarely-examined primary sources relating to the exhibition, its catalogue and
contemporary critical responses, section three of this article sheds light on ways in which
Cranach’s inspiration for redefined symbols of ‘nation’, ‘belonging’ and ‘primitiveness’ was to
become determinant. And third is to consider how and to what ends Cranach’s fin-de-siècle
reinventions suggestively develop his art’s negotiated legacies of Gothic, Renaissance and
Reformation. A particular concern is to investigate Cranach’s appeal for a group of artists,
spanning Victorian Britain to German and Nordic Europe, stimulated by a reawakened
attraction to the legacies of a German Renaissance which these artists found in Cranach’s art.
These reinventions entwine equally with uncanny artistic and cultural reverberations about
what ‘Reformation’ is not (the allure of enchantment and of Cranach’s ‘Gothicism’), and
with a fascination for what Cranach’s art may become: sensual, erotic; even disturbing and
dark. Thus, my key concern is to shed new light on the substantial ‘ripple effect’ created by
Cranach’s survival and presence on the late 19th-century European and international art map.
It is to illuminate Cranach’s transformation from revivalist curiosity, symbol of ‘nationhood’,
into an unexpected ‘other’ modern as a figure of difference, and Dresden into a potent
Cranach-Capital (‘Cranach-Stadt’), pre-and post-1899.4

1 Cranach’s ‘Romantic’ Reformation: a complex revival figure
Max Friedländer and Jakob Rosenberg’s landmark The Paintings of Lucas Cranach (1932)
(revised, 19785) would consolidate Cranach’s image for 20th-century and subsequent
scholarship as the great ‘Reformation’ artist. Their emphasis on the emergence of a more
‘complete’ picture of Cranach’s Renaissance achievements – attributed in part to the 1899
Dresden Exhibition, and from 1900 to a more substantial art-historiographical interest in
his print output and workshop practice – remain pioneering for Cranach and Reformation
art scholars.6 But theirs was by no means a unique or unproblematic treatment. In fact,
Friedländer and Rosenberg are nuanced as to how far early 20th-century and subsequent
responses to Cranach’s artistic reception following Dresden 1899 may be construed in terms
of a dominant narrative of his ‘Reformation’ art and print output as inherently modernising;
and their dismissive attitude to Cranach’s late output is well-evidenced.7
Even so, in a revealing passage on Cranach’s early Wittenberg printmaking of the
1504–09 period perceived as the significant via media for his evolving workshop and art
practice, we are told that he moved ‘from chaos to order, from the passion of instinct
to intellectual discipline’; in a word, ‘from Nature to Art’.8 The subtext suggests that for
Friedländer and Rosenberg, it is arguably through complexity and conflict that a more
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On the extensive art-historiographical reception of the 1899 exhibition and Dresden’s subsequent
reputation as a ‘Cranach Capital [of Art]’ (‘eine Cranach-Stadt’), see S. Heiser. Das Frühwerk Lucas
Cranachs des Älteren: Wien um 1500 – Dresden um 1900. DVK: Berlin, 2002, see especially 29–43.
See Harald Marx. ‘Dresden – eine Cranach-Stadt?’, Dresdner Hefte, 52, 1997, 11–24.
Max Friedländer and Jakob Rosenberg. Die Gemälde von Lukas Cranach (Berlin, 1932), revised and
translated by J. Rosenberg, The Paintings of Lucas Cranach. New York: Cornell University Press,
Ithaca, 1978.
In this perspective, and on the centrality of Cranach’s drawing and workshop practices to his
‘Reformation’ vision and constructs of his legacy, see e.g. F. Winzinger. ‘Lucas Cranach: EyeWitness of an Era’, in G. Fehr et al., Lucas Cranach 1472–1972, trans. K. Neil Key. Bonn – Bad
Godesberg: Inter Nationes, 1972, 6–15; see also I. Sandner & H. Schwartz (eds.). Unsichtbare
Meisterzeichungen auf dem Malgrund. Cranach und seine Zeitgnossen. Eisenach: Schnell & Steiner,
1998; Bonnie-Jeanne Noble. The Lutheran Paintings of the Cranach Workshop, 1529–55. Ann
Arbor: UMI Dissertation Services, 1999.
As demonstrable in their view of Cranach’s Wittenberg period that ‘instead of watching his
[Cranach’s] powers explode, we see them fizzle out’, Friedländer and Rosenberg, The Paintings of
Lucas Cranach (1978), 16.
Friedländer and Rosenberg, The Paintings of Lucas Cranach, 18.
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substantial yet ‘unseen’ Cranach emerges, and thereby a more complex view of the
meaning of his ‘modernity’ for his art’s reception. It is this double vision of Cranach’s legacy
linking paint and print, Court and workshop intimating a ‘turmoil’ that in Friedländer’s and
Rosenberg’s words at times ‘disturbs us’ – and which they identify in particular with an
emotional intensity evinced in the ‘hectic manner’9 of such early works as Cranach’s 1503
so-called ‘Schleissheim’ Crucifixion (Munich: Alte Pinakothek10) – which persists in later
treatments. Striking in this respect, is Franz Winzinger’s 1972 characterisation of Cranach for
the Cranach Jubilee year as an artist, he avers, on ‘the threshold of a new era’, yet as ‘torn by
dissonances he knew the abyss’11: a perception echoed in the suggestive perspectives of the
2002 Statens Museum for Kunst exhibition in Copenhagen and in Hanne Poulson’s treatment
of Cranach’s paintings and graphic works which sees in them, a seductive and ‘slightly alien
but striking force […] not always easy to put into words’.12
Indeed, the more fully-fleshed Cranach as an emblem on the one hand, of artistic
and cultural ‘reformation’, but on the other, of seductiveness and alterity that emerges
from the 1870s onwards, was not only the product of more expansive art-historiographical
methods, including of attribution. It has its origins in earlier ‘Northern art’ revivals in object,
image, and text, entwined with newer 19th-century discourses of nationhood and cultural
memory-making that begin early in the century. Cranach’s ‘seductive’, enigmatic and northern
character was to become a pivotal focus of his 19th- and early 20th-century ‘rediscovery’ and
reinvention, which persists into the 21st, to which discussion now turns.
Amidst the upheavals of the Napoleonic wars and spoliations, Friedrich von Schlegel’s
1802–04 appeal in his Letters on Christian Art to a new spirit of cultural nation-making pivots
on a heightened prominence he perceives in Gothic and Northern Renaissance art as the
vehicles of a nascent Romantic and spiritual awakening to the genius of a particular place,
landscape or a people. As he avers, these Northern masters (especially Dürer, the van Eycks
and ‘Hemling’ (Memling) [sic]) evoke ‘hidden charms of soul and expression’, intimating that
sense of a profounder connection with place, landscape and its spirit, ‘springing from what is
near and peculiar to us’ [an art] which ‘will infallibly be local and national’.13 He thus makes
a key association between a perception of this ‘particular’ local character of Northern art
and its entwining with the importance he ascribes to its other purpose: that is, to impart
a transcendent sacred, spiritual and Catholic character. As Schlegel insists: ‘this element
[“national characteristics”] must rather interweave itself with each higher attribute, and
thus give to the arrangement of the whole that sensible grace and living charm which are so
peculiarly its own.’14
Whilst Friedrich Schlegel’s perceptions were based on fragmentary and often
erroneous attributions, they would set a pattern, standing at the head of 19th-century
Catholic taste-making for Northern art revivals, and fuelling a powerful subsequent Catholic
historiography of and art reception for such interests (via François-René de Chateaubriand,
Alexandre Rio, the Comte de Montalembert, Franz Kugler, W.H. James Weale and Joris-Karl
Huysmans). Yet this historiography, in turn, would stimulate competing constructs of
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Friedländer and Rosenberg, The Paintings of Lucas Cranach, 16.
Exhibited at the 1899 Dresden Cranach exhibition, see Friedländer and Rosenberg, The Paintings of
Lucas Cranach, no. 5 (66).
Indeed he goes on to reinforce this image of Cranach as an artist of ‘dissonant realities’: ‘Dürer’s
moderation and control becomes quite alien to him, his works are all passion and feeling’,
F. Winzinger. ‘Lucas Cranach: Eye-Witness of an Era’, in Lucas Cranach 1492/1972. Bonn: Inter
Nationes, 1972, 6–7.
Hanne Kolind Poulson. Cranach. English transl. W. Glyn Jones. Copenhagen: Statens Museum for
Kunst, 2002, 72.
Friedrich von Schlegel. ‘Letters on Christian Art’ (1802–04). First published in Sammtliche Werke,
2 vols. Vienna: Jacob Mayer und Compagnie, 1822–25), disseminated in English in 1848 and 1860
in a collection of Schlegel’s aesthetics rewritings, transl. with Preface by E.J. Millington, as The
Aesthetic and Miscellaneous Works of Friedrich von Schlegel. London: Henry G. Bohn, 1849, 1860;
first citation: Schlegel, ‘Preface’ (Millington, 1848), xix–xx; second citation: ‘Letter 1V’, 116.
Schlegel, ‘Letters on Christian Art’ (E. J. Millington, 1849), ‘Letter 1V’, 117.
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‘Renaissance’. The first looked to the art of a Northern Protestant past, appropriated for newer
narratives of ‘nation’-building; while the second drew on an occulted, more spiritualised,
Catholic ‘other’ tradition, and the persistence of what Bridget Heal and Joseph Koerner
characterise as a deep ‘trust in the sacred power of images and relics’.15 Not only would these
parallel ‘Renaissances’ create rival narratives and images of cultural modernity. They were
to stimulate deeper tensions between boundaries of ‘Gothic’ and ‘Renaissance’, provoking
other questions. To borrow Erwin Panofsky’s idea, these invented epochs turn on the potency
of an unseen ‘past’ of modernity,16 in which, as will now be explored, Cranach’s revival and
reinvention moves to a centre-stage position.
Franz Kugler’s influential two-volume Handbuch der Kunstgeschichte (Handbook of
Art History, 1836), the second volume devoted to ‘German, Flemish and Dutch Schools’, is an
important case in point. It brings Cranach out of the shadows of history as a figure with fresh
19th-century appeal for Romantic taste-making, implicating an active circle of Germanists
and artists. Extensively republished and translated, it included the first English edition
(1842–46) translated by Elizabeth Rigby, a leading German art taste-maker from this period.17
Its salience was as a new type of 19th-century pedagogical manual pitched to art-collectors
and to a growing art public needing education in matters of taste, collecting, techniques and
in institutionalising a narrative of art for the ‘nation’. At its most grandiose, this nation-making
discourse was exemplified by the great decorative scheme for the Munich Alte Pinakothek
exterior from 1835, with its series of 24 sculpted figures of artists from the Northern
(Germanic) and Italian Renaissances, described by Johann Georg von Dillis (the museum’s
first director) as the ‘guardians and guides […] who were responsible for new directions and
advancements in the development of Christian painting’.18 Kugler’s Handbuch furnished the
founding pedagogic inspiration for this synthetic programme, as it also did more contentiously
in motivating the initial Germano-phile bias of the early collections in London’s National
Gallery, under Sir Charles Eastlake’s directorship.19 Yet the guide’s moralising pretexts also
conceal a subtext of interest here. And this is angled at an appeal to Catholic art tastes and
shadow communities of art, as Kugler’s ‘Introduction’ to the second volume – sympathetically
translated in Rigby, Eastlake and Head’s 1846 English edition20 – openly lamenting the
destructive impulses of the Reformation in the Low Countries and German lands, makes vivid:
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B. Heal and J. Koerner (eds.). ‘Introduction’, in Art and Reform in Early-Modern Europe. BlackwellWiley, 2018, 10.
Panofsky’s elaboration of the ‘past of the future’ in articulating a teleological switch to an idea of
historical development approached through ‘endings’ – that is reorientation to a deeper materiality
of the present, rather than via a discourse of progressive continuity, producing, in effect, an
abstraction (a dynamic of revivalist thought), see ‘The History of Art as a Humanistic Discipline’
(1940), in E. Panofsky. Meaning in the Visual Arts. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1993, 23–50.
Franz Kugler. Handbuch der Kunstgeschichte, 2 vols (1837, 1847, 1867, 1872), first translated into
English as A Handbook of the History of Painting from the Age of Constantine the Great to the
present time (‘by a Lady’, Elizabeth Rigby), with notes by Sir Charles Eastlake and Edmund Head, Bt.
London: John Murray, 1842; and following, Kugler’s Hand-Book of Painting: the Schools of Painting
in Italy, 2nd ed. transl. revised with additional matter by Margaret Hutton & Sir Charles Eastlake.
London: John Murray, 1851.
See Volker Plagemann. Das deutsche Kunstmuseum 1790–1870. Munich: Prestel, 1967, 82–89;
this quotation, 87. On the sculptural programme (damaged, mostly destroyed during the Second
World War, after which surviving statues were permanently removed), see Peter Böttger. Die Alte
Pinakothek in München. Architektur, Ausstattung und museales Programm. Munich: Prestel, 1972,
465–624.
On Eastlake’s German art interests, see C. Klonk. ‘Mounting Vision: Charles Eastlake and the
National Gallery of London’, The Art Bulletin, 82: 2, June 2000, 331–47.
Franz Kugler. Handbook of the History of Painting in Germany and the Low Countries. Transl.
Elizabeth Rigby with notes and additions by Sir Edmund Head Bt. London: John Murray, 1846. In
her ‘Editor’s Preface’, Rigby indeed appears to echo Kugler’s motivations in treating the ‘schools of
Germany and the Low Countries’, glossing further on this treatment in opining that: ‘the masters of
these schools have been the subject of exaggerated contempt and exaggerated praise …’ (vii).
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The reformation of the Church, while it early inspired Germany with the spirit of a new
epoch, assumed at the same time a position hostile to those arts which had contributed
to embellish the ancient faith. For three hundred years, by open force and blind fury, as
well as by cold contempt, the Reformation has endeavoured to destroy and annihilate all
that preceding times had left of great and excellent [art].21
Lucas Cranach the Elder emerges as a pivotal, and suggestively ambiguous ‘revival’
figure in what is by Kugler’s own admission, a schismatic history constructed from fragments.
His portrayal of the Reformation’s destructive iconoclasm is striking, even though as Heal
points out, Lutheran confessional practices were not fundamentally opposed to the visual.22
Yet his concern with making visible a hidden Catholic heritage – in a line from Charlemagne’s
‘Northern Kingdom’ via the Gothic masters, while couched in terms of art’s ‘progress’, strikes
a new note. Moreover, the value Kugler places on medieval art from the German lands as
a source of ‘grace’, even ‘beauty’, 23 differentiates his approach more markedly from the
dominance of Hegel’s aesthetics for his contemporaries. These notably included Carl Friedrich
Rumohr, and Hegel’s pupil, Gustav Waagen, both of whom were inspired by Hegel’s construct
of art modelled on that of Ancient Greece, organised according to successive phases of
historical development towards an ideal of knowledge (reason) and unity of ‘Spirit’ (Geist).24
By contrast, Kugler’s treatment is more nuanced. We encounter the lineaments of a Cranach
that would develop and grow well into the later 19th century, a figure traceable in Friedländer
and Rosenberg’s disquieting image of the ‘turmoil’ and passion of Cranach’s art. It is evoked,
too, by the ‘bold eroticism’ of his Eves, Venuses and Lucretias: as we shall see, the developed
focus of fin-de-siècle attention.25
For Kugler, Cranach is the undisputed church painter of the Reformation; indeed, in
Kugler’s view his is a ‘forceful’, strong art, as demonstrable in Cranach’s (and workshop) St
Wolfgang ‘Schneeberg’ Altarpiece (1539).26 As the first large-scale decorative programme in
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Kugler, Handbook of the History of Painting in Germany and the Low Countries, Book I, 1–2. This
was the introductory section excised in Gustave Waagen’s remodelled 1862 ‘Kugler’, which begins
with Charlemagne’s reign and contains no reference to Kugler’s diatribe against the Reformation;
the same omission is reproduced in J. Crowe’s 1898 English edition. Even so, whilst his ‘Preface’
supports Waagen’s ‘rewriting’, in particular, his updating of Kugler’s piecemeal presentation, Crowe
also highlights, along with erroneous attributions, the extent of Waagen’s remodelling which
attempted to impose on Kugler’s treatment, a ‘Teutonic School’ (Handbook of Painting – German,
Flemish and Dutch Schools, ‘based on the Handbook of Kugler, remodelled by the late Prof. Dr
Waagen, revised, and in-part, rewritten by the late Sir Joseph A. Crowe’. London: John Murray,
1898, iii–iv.
Heal, ‘Introduction,’ Art and Reform in Early-Modern Europe, 9.
Notably in his emphasis on the emergence of ‘a feeling for more peculiar kinds of life’ and a
nascent spirit of ‘grace’ and ‘beauty’ in 12th- and 13th-century manuscript illuminations; even so,
the frequent use of ‘peculiar’ resonates with Friedrich Schlegel’s similar deployment of the term
hinting at a revaluation of aesthetic and cultural stylistic qualities seen until the late 19th century,
as ‘infantile’ or ‘barbaric’ in a negative sense, Kugler, Handbook of the History of Painting in
Germany and the Low Countries, esp. 20–29: this citation (20).
Elaborated by Hegel in his series of lectures on aesthetics (Berlin, 1820–21; 1823; 1826; 1828–29),
edited and disseminated, H.G. Hotho (1835; revised, 1842); while the impact of Hegel’s ideas on
art historians and museum directors was considerable, particularly in shaping ideas of ‘national’
schools, as Michael Inwood contends, Hegel ‘was not an isolated phenomenon’; Kugler’s Gothic
interests suggest that Friedrich von Schlegel’s influence on the generation of the 1830s and 1840s
could be held to be as significant; on Hegel, see M. Inwood (ed.). G.W.F. Hegel, Introductory
Lectures on Aesthetics, trans. Bernard Bosanquet. London: Penguin Books, 1993, xiii; on Hegelian
apologists and critiques in art history ‘surveys’ of the 1830s–50s, see M. Schwarzer. ‘Origins of the
Art History Survey Text’, Art Journal, 54: 3, Autumn, 1995) 24–29.
Friedländer and Rosenberg, The Paintings of Lucas Cranach, 23.
See Cranach Digital Archive, http://www.lucascranach.org/DE_WSCH_NONE-WSCH001A (accessed
20, 21 April 2020).
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Fig. 1. Lucas Cranach the
Elder, The Judgement of
Paris, c. 1528, oil on beech,
101.9cm x 71.1cm
Rogers Fund, 1928,
Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York
Exhibited in the ‘Cranach
Exhibition’ in Dresden 1899
Photo: Metropolitan Museum
of Art
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a Protestant church in Saxony, despite its
marked ‘pre-Reformation’ elements,27 it
would be hard to overlook the altarpiece’s
significance in Cranach’s workshop
output. And it was doubtless this aspect
of Kugler’s treatment of the major
Lutheran commissions (at Schneeberg,
Wittenberg, Torgau and the unfinished
Weimar Altarpiece) – their association
with a ‘strength’ and ‘forceful’ artistic as
well as religious vision – that suggested a
place for Cranach’s art as a significant, if
still undervalued, torchbearer for an art of
Northern Protestant nation-making. Even
so, Kugler ascribes to Cranach’s individual
religious panels and mythological subjects
more nuanced merits coupled with
a heightened focus on their ‘Gothic’
characteristics as being ‘exaggerated in
character’, yet possessing, ‘a simple and
childlike serenity, and […] a soft grace,
bordering almost on bashfulness’. But
Kugler goes on to develop the observation,
claiming that, ‘the general fantastic quality
of the time showed itself in Cranach with
peculiar force and originality, and with all
the romantic colouring of poetic fable’
[author’s emphasis].28
That association of ‘fantastic
quality’ with ‘peculiar force’ and the
‘poetic’, Kugler sees as particularly marked
in the princely collections of the so-called
Gotisches Haus (‘Gothic House’) in Wörlitz
Park, the princely residence of Duke
Leopold III (Anhalt-Dessau).29 Housing
30 works attributed to Cranach and his
workshop, including copies after Cranach,
the Wörlitz collection showed a taste for
Cranach’s works on mythological, erotic and courtly themes. Although not unusual for its
aristocratic context, more striking is Kugler’s evocation of it, highlighted in his treatment of
a work (of uncertain attribution) he calls (‘not happily’) ‘Knight at the Cross-Ways’ (in theme
and treatment suggesting similarities with the Metropolitan Museum’s Judgement of Paris,
c. 152830, Fig. 1). Here Kugler singles out the erotic aspects of ‘the three maidens, naked
[…] their heads adorned with hats, nets and chains’, and the strangely demonic demeanour
of the armoured elder, with his ‘diabolical sneer’.31 Of significance in this treatment is
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See Thomas Pöpper’s analysis of the Altarpiece frame and elaborate liturgical presentation contexts
(2012), extract reproduced, Cranach Digital Archive, http://www.lucascranach.org/DE_WSCH_
NONE-WSCH001A (accessed 20 April 2020).
Kugler, Handbook of the History of Painting in Germany and the Low Countries, Book III, 176.
Kugler, Handbook of the History of Painting in Germany and the Low Countries, 176–77.
Friedländer and Rosenberg, The Paintings of Lucas Cranach, no. FR254; for a detailed note on
provenance and themes, see Cranach Digital Archive, http://lucascranach.org/US_MMANY_28-221
(accessed 24 April 2020). Cranach’s Judgement of Paris, c. 1528, featured in Woermann’s 1899
Dresden Cranach Exhibition.
Kugler, Handbook of the History of Painting in Germany and the Low Countries, 176–77.
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Kugler’s perception, despite errors in and uncertainty of attribution, that Cranach’s art distils
something new hinting at a fin-de-siècle mood, in its erotic nature-artifice dualities and dark
sensuality. Although regarded not of the rank of the Flemish ‘Primitives’ ― the Van Eycks
and Memling, Holbein the Younger, Dürer or the greatest of the Cologne School, Stefan
Lochner ― in Cranach’s work, Kugler finds potency in his ‘peculiar’ fantasy and force, in which
may be glimpsed a deeper spirit of contradiction. Thus, on the one hand Kugler positions
Cranach as part of a ‘Romantic’ Reformation, imbricated in what some scholars argue as the
German historicist and Protestant dimension in Kugler’s thought.32 Yet on the other, he makes
Cranach’s case emblematic of his other mission: to suggest a narrative and an afterlife of the
art of Northern Europe, as much Catholic as Protestant, one which brings the culture of a
Catholic Germany into view.

2 The potency of the popular
This ambiguity of perspective – of tensions between identities of Gothic and/or ‘Renaissance’
‘revival’ turning on an intertwined Catholic and Protestant inheritance – becomes overt and
ideological in the works that Kugler most influenced, notably Gustav Waagen’s rewriting of
Kugler’s Handbook,33 and Wilhelm Lübke’s Grundriss der Kunstgeschichte (‘Elements of the
History of Art’). Both published in 1860, they were extensively translated and circulated
beyond the borders of the German lands.34 Their approaches also hint at Cranach’s attraction
for later 19th-century artists drawn increasingly to his art’s spirit of fantasy. Cranach, unlike his
near contemporaries Holbein and Dürer, was still relatively unknown to earlier 19th-century
artists. But this also relates to what Poulson sees as the fascination for modern artists of
Cranach’s art: its ‘visual clarity and power,’35 linked from the mid-19th century to a growing
interest in the artist’s print output and workshop practice, and an attraction to its perceived
Northern German character.
Waagen and Lübke both make this ‘Northern-ness’, which encompasses an expanded
geo-cultural construct of Northern art, an explicit emphasis of their attention. For Waagen,
whilst Kugler’s emphasis on Cranach’s ‘fantastic’ and ‘exaggerated’ qualities again place his art
as inferior to what Waagen sees as both Holbein’s and Dürer’s Renaissance legacy – especially
the latter’s ‘dignity and sublimity’,36 his stress on Cranach’s ‘völkisch’ (folk-like) popular
character creates an avatar of a German popular, national sensibility. The characterisation is
one which resonates with Waagen’s larger mission, as his ‘Preface’ claims, to make accessible
collections and works by scarcely-known and ‘rare’ masters to educate new publics.37 In
these contexts, Cranach’s art falls into the first category; yet there are three aspects of
Waagen’s treatment which particularly stand out. First, Waagen’s blatant rewriting of Kugler’s
32
33

34

35
36
37

On this, see Kathrin Maurer. ‘Visualizing the Past: The Power of the Image in Franz Kugler and
Adolph Menzel’s Illustrated History Book Geschichte Friedrichs des Großen (1842)’, The Germanic
Review: Literature, Culture, Theory, 87: 2, May 2012, 103–22.
Gustav Waagen. Handbook of Painting: the German, Flemish and Dutch Schools, ‘based on
the Handbook of Kugler’. 2 vols. London: John Murray, 1860. This was the English edition, first
commissioned by the London publisher, John Murray, which as its title page announces, is ‘enlarged
and for the most part re-written’ and which Waagen claims to be entirely ‘remodelled’ by him,
leaving only ‘a small part of the original text standing’ (‘Preface’, iii).
Wilhelm Lübke. Grundriss der Kunstgeschichte (1860), ‘History of Art’, translated into English by
Fanny E. Bunnett. London: Smith and Elder, 1868, 3 vols; second and third edition published, 1869
and 1874; the first French edition appeared in 1874, translated as Essai d’histoire de l’art (‘traduit
par C. Ad. Koëlla d’après la neuvième édition originale’), Paris: Fischbacher.
Poulson, Cranach, 72.
Waagen, Handbook…: the German, Flemish and Dutch Schools, 164.
Waagen, ‘Preface’ in (1860), Handbook…: the German, Flemish and Dutch Schools, iv-v; notably also
in his role as first Director of the Berlin Royal Museum’s ‘Painting Gallery’ (from 1831), on relations
between Waagen’s development of art history, his Berlin directorship and taste-making activities,
see Carmen Stonge. ‘Making Private Collections Public: Gustav Friedrich Waagen and the Royal
Museum, Berlin’, Journal of the History of Collections, 10: 1, 1998, 61–74.
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presentation of the medieval and early-modern German ‘schools’ now groups them under
the rubric of ‘the Teutonic style’. His ‘second epoch’ category goes even further, designating
this period as the ‘complete development of the Teutonic feeling for art in the spirit of
the Middle Ages’.38 The term ‘Teutonic’ here aligns with a broader period shift towards a
discourse of ‘Anglo-Saxonism’ and Nordic cultures that promoted ideas of racial as well as
historical continuities between the ‘family’ of northern ‘Teutonic’ peoples (encompassing a
Scandinavian and Nordic Teutonic) and the identification of this construct with a common
prizing of ‘force’ and individual liberty.39 Waagen’s Teutonic echoes this terminology; and
even if he mutes its racialising subtexts, nevertheless, he builds it as an explicit continuity
myth for art, linked with a ‘style’, ‘feeling’ and ‘spirit’. Second is Waagen’s gloss on Cranach’s
‘naïve, childlike’ and ‘fantastical simplicity’, which while downplaying and casting these
attributes in a negative light, amplifies the appeal of its perceived directness and folk-like
character. Indeed, for Waagen, the dominant character of Cranach’s works is captured by
their ‘richness of invention’, ‘a certain charm of animation’, and in his mythological subjects,
their ‘appeal directly to the eye,’40 – an idea linked to the juxtaposed qualities of ‘naïveté’
and ‘grace’ (if even jarring) he perceives in Cranach’s woodcuts. And third, arguably Waagen’s
most percipient observation, he sees a modern resonance in the use of the woodcut medium
by Cranach and his workshop in what he presents to be the artist’s ‘truer’ Protestant
achievement. Like the popular Volksbücher and Volkslieder (literally ‘folk books’ popularised
during the Reformation, in the English derivation, ‘chapbooks’, and ‘folk song’ books) which
Cranach’s prints evoke, these are for Waagen, suggestively and authentically not for princes,
or the Court, but are of the people. As he insists, ‘in these respects, his art partakes in a high
degree of a national character’.41
This ‘purified’, popular Cranach (which elides his commissions for Catholic and Saxon
court patrons) is even more explicit in Wilhelm Lübke’s 1860 History of Art, where it is
directly linked with a cultural discourse of German nation-building. The guiding principle,
as for Waagen, is the invocation of a Hegelian, quasi-theological ‘Volksgeist’ or ‘spirit of the
people’ in the actualisation of the unity and spirit of the nation. Lübke’s innovation, however,
is to associate this holistic and ill-defined Hegelian construct of a national telos (an end
purpose)42 with a specific visual and symbolic typology epitomised by the art and architecture
of the medieval Northern German lands (what he lionizes as Charlemagne’s ‘great Northern
Kingdom’), which in Lübke’s treatment, now gains urgency and purpose. In vaunting the
‘new spirit and freer movement’ which characterised the emergence of a Northern Gothic
spirit,43 giving rise to an ‘abundance of individual life’ and the ‘power and vitality’ of the
Germanic masters (in particular, Holbein the Younger and Dürer),44 Lübke stresses qualities
and characteristics that position them as vanguard artists of a Protestant inheritance.45 They
are thereby distinguished from association with Catholic devotional practices and aristocratic
power networks, and the Catholic cults of images and objects implicated in processes of
‘enchantment’: magical and miracle-working powers. Yet Lübke also goes further. Pivotal to his
treatment is the close relationship he sees between readability and the significance of what
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Waagen, Handbook…: the German, Flemish and Dutch Schools, xvii.
In particular by a group of British ‘Anglo-Saxonists’: philologists, literary writers and historians,
notably, Thomas Arnold, Goldwin Smith and E.A. Freeman, see H. MacDougall. Racial Myth in
English History: Trojans, Teutons and Anglo-Saxons. Montreal: Harvest House, 1982, esp. 90–91.
Waagen Handbook…: the German, Flemish and Dutch Schools, 178–79.
Waagen Handbook…: the German, Flemish and Dutch Schools, 177.
On this and evolving constructs of 19th-century German historicism, see Georg G. Iggers’s
landmark, The German Conception of History: the National Tradition of Historical Thought from
Herder to the Present. Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 1968, revised 2012, esp. 29–43.
Lübke, History of Art, (1869), v. 2, 5.
Lübke, History of Art (1868), v. 2, 324.
Especially in his characterisation of Holbein the Younger’s major ‘Passion’ scenes (from his Basel
Period, 1520–25) as ‘dramatic, bold, and stirring compositions [in which] the whole power and
depth of German art is breathed forth’ (Lübke, History of Art, 1869, v. 2), 347–48; and in Dürer’s
art, despite its perceived ‘coarseness’ and ‘fantastical’ elements, ‘in none other is the depth and
power of the German mind revealed so grandly as in him’, 358.
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he calls ‘popular style’, and the capacity for multiple image-making (their reproducibility),
communicated by the art of engraving and the woodcut. In particular, this latter with its
‘rude and popular expression’ is for Lübke, the signal achievement of the art of the North,
bearing its ‘democratic stamp’.46 Singling out Holbein the Younger’s Basel Dance of Death
(1530) as a tool for communicating morality, through Lübke, we already glimpse the past
as the future. Death the great leveller is an expression of equality before God – or indeed,
the ‘Danse Macabre’ as the consummate vehicle of the late Gothic cult of the ars moriendi47 –
comes into relief as a Northern medieval inheritance. It is the lectionary of the Volk (people)
as ‘Nation’. Here, the iconography and ‘forcible popular and national representation’ via
the woodcut medium, in Lübke’s eyes strips worldly pomp to nothingness and to its ironic
shadows, thereby divesting the cultic image of its magical and ludic potency, and its capacities
to be ‘other’.48
Lübke goes on to make a specific association with ownership of this legacy and a
sharpened potential of the German national idea to reinvigorate the contemporary artistic
and cultural symbols by which it projects not only the spirit, but the agency of a people.
Written at a charged period in Otto von Bismarck’s Kulturkampf, spearheading his campaign to
Prussianize culture in the German Catholic lands,49 Lübke’s ‘History’, in effect, builds a ‘German
Renaissance’ – which in 1872, following German unification, he claims as his ‘invention’.50
Eliding its Catholic past and identity, this is firmly predicated on an identity rooted in
the vigorous afterlife of its perceived ‘primitive’ and popular past – a Reformation past.
Foregrounding the significance of image legibility, Lübke thus promotes nativistic emblems –
the woodcut, the ‘Dance of Death’ – as means to project and renew as a cultural construct,
an idea of 19th-century national destiny, its telos, founded in a myth of its recognisable
Protestant origins, conjoining the epic and popular; inventive and authentic; the moral and
the medium. It is, for Lübke, another ‘Renaissance’ in all but name.
In this perspective, Cranach’s place is slight compared to the synthetic and monumental
character again ascribed to both Dürer’s and Holbein’s art – even to other achievements of
the Nuremberg and Swabian Schools. But Cranach is given developed emphasis, again for his
three great Reformation altarpieces, including the monumental, unfinished Weimar altarpiece
(c. 1555),51 its central ‘Crucifixion’ panel showing witness portraits of Luther and Cranach (the
Elder) to the right of the cross, the latter described by Lübke as ‘touched by the blood that is
gushing forth from Christ’s side,’52 highlighting the salient, if curious detail: the jet of blood
which appears to anoint Cranach’s head.
As notable for Lübke in this image of embodied artistic memory-making, are Cranach’s
female types, seen not as fantastical or fanciful (as Waagen does), but rather as Madonnas
who appear homely and domestic, with ‘the thoughtful, kindly air of German housewives’. In
short, recognisable and readable, ‘with their wise, clear eyes, smiling lips and rosy blooming

46
47

48
49
50

51
52

Lübke, History of Art (1869: v. 2), 325.
According to Johan Huizinga’s account, the association of ‘macabre’ with the figure of death’s
dance, dates from a 14th-century French derivation ‘macabré’; but he goes on to claim that it is
only later (in the 15th century) that it acquires ‘such a crisp and particular nuance of meaning
that with it we can label the entire late medieval vision of death’ and which is ineluctably linked
with ‘popular’ contexts, The Autumn of the Middle Ages. Transl. R. J. Payton and U. Mammitzsch.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996, 164.
Lübke, History of Art (1869: v. 2), 353–54.
Far-reaching and relentless, Bismarck’s so-called ‘struggle of cultures’ over the purging of
Catholicism in Germany reached its height in the late 1870s and early 1880s, see C. Clark. Iron
Kingdom: the Rise and Downfall of Prussia, 1600–1947. London: Penguin, 2007, esp. 568–76.
Asserting, ‘there is practically nothing in the way of preparatory work for the German Renaissance’
[‘...ist für die deutsche Renaissance so gut wie Nichts an Vorarbeiten vorhanden’], Wilhelm Lübke.
‘Vorwort’, in Geschichte der deutschen Renaissance [‘A History of the German Renaissance’].
Stuttgart: von Ebner & Seubert, 1872, reissued, 1873, v–vi.
In the Church of St Peter and St Paul, attributed and completed by Lucas Cranach the Younger, see
Friedländer and Rosenberg, The Paintings of Lucas Cranach, no. 434.
Lübke, History of Art (1869: v. 2), 366.
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Fig 2. Wilhelm Leibl, Head of
a Peasant Girl, c. 1880, oil on
wood, 30cm x 27.5cm
Belvedere Museum, Vienna
Photo: Belvedere Museum,
Vienna

complexions’,53 they bring something familiar and of the people, not mystic or fantastical, to
the fore. It is not difficult to discern a legacy of Cranach’s types in this shift from his romantic
portrayal as an artist of fantasy and capricious charm, to an avatar – if equally confected
– of the new subjects of Northern nationhood. These are the ‘country’ girls and women
popularised in paintings by Wilhelm Leibl during the 1870s and early 1880s, such as his
Girl with White Headscarf (1876, Hamburg: Kunsthalle) and Head of a Peasant Girl (c. 1880,
Vienna: Belvedere, Fig. 2), with their homespun gowns, demure looks and fresh complexions,
evoking an iconography of connected landscapes, familial domesticity and rooted lives.
Suggested in Waagen’s likening of Cranach’s print practice to the naïveté and directness of the
Volksbücher – Lübke goes further in making the connection contemporary. ‘In these ways’, he
insists, Cranach’s work has procured and is the epitome of ‘a sort of “national” popularity.’54

3.1 The 1899 Cranach Exhibition and its reception
To return to the 1899 Cranach Dresden Exhibition (‘Cranach-Ausstellung’) and this discussion’s
third area of interest, of concern now is to consider how and for what ends, the exhibition and
its underpinning contexts developed Cranach’s earlier 19th-century revivals as a torchbearer
of Reformation and its intertwined worlds of Court and Catholicism: a battle for cultural
ownership, particularly for identities of ‘nation’, demonstrable in the interventions of Waagen
and Lübke. Cranach 1899, curated by the Hamburg art-historian Dr Karl Woermann (Director
of the Dresden Gallery), formed part of the larger Dresden 1899 Deutsche Kunst-Ausstellung
(‘German Art Exhibition’), but is presented by Woermann as a stand-alone event. Indeed, it
was a landmark for three principal reasons. First, as the most comprehensive exhibition of
Cranach’s work to date, displaying 158 works attributed to Cranach the Elder – many now

53
54

Lübke, History of Art (1869), 365.
Lübke, History of Art (1869), 365.
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authenticated55 – it put Cranach, his workshop and his ‘school’ firmly on the European and
international ‘Old Master’ map, alongside the three other great exhibitions of that year:
Rembrandt in London, Velásquez in Madrid and Van Dyck in Antwerp. That ambition is made
explicit in Woermann’s exhibition catalogue in its claims ‘to provide a coherent and correct
picture of the art of a German master’ long in preparation and to reveal an artist who is, ‘after
Dürer and Holbein the most renowned and influential German painter of the Renaissance
period, and as a leader if not the founder of the Saxon school of that era’.56
Second, in placing new emphasis on Cranach’s graphic output, the exhibition redressed
earlier treatments of his output principally as an artist scripted in terms of 19th-century
discourses of artistic ‘genius’, now acknowledging the significance of his workshop, followers
(and multiple copying practices) and a prodigious print output.57 It thereby presented an
enlarged view of Cranach as a creator and producer of images between two interconnected
worlds, two histories, two intertwined visions: Catholic and Reformist; Court and Workshop;
art and craft; paint and print; ‘popular’ and sophisticated. And third, as the first significant
artist-‘Primitif’ exhibition of its kind, the 1899 show set a precedent for the series of medieval
and early-Renaissance so-called ‘Primitives’ exhibitions that swept Europe in the early
1900s, from Bruges in 1902, to Paris, Düsseldorf and Siena–London in 1904.58 In short, it
was more than an Old Master exhibition. Its chief innovation lay in its attention to scholarly
documentation, and to its new treatment in promoting a perception of the exhibition’s
modernity as a cultural event. Cranach acquires heightened celebrity visibility through
Woermann’s projection of Dresden as an inextricably linked Cranach ‘Capital’ (‘der Hauptstadt
Sachsens’59). This was further underscored by his art’s dissemination via 25 photographic
reproductions in Woermann’s catalogue and a series of high-quality facsimile prints60 as a
showcase of both German national and its connected transnational cultural potency. We will
return the aftermath of 1899 in the conclusions.
Indeed, the impact of Woermann’s exhibition and accompanying catalogue is
demonstrable in the extensive reception they generated; Burke suggestively consecrates

55

56

57
58
59
60

W. L. M. Burke drew attention to the importance of the ‘great Cranach [1899] exhibition’ in giving
visibility to many works, which had been authenticated by Christian Schuchard’s first substantial
monograph (Lucas Cranach des Aeltern Leben und Werke. 2 vols, Leipzig, 1851; reissued in 3 vols,
Leipzig, 1871, a principal source book for both Waagen and Lübke) prior to the exhibition alongside
the recently-attributed Rest on the Flight into Egypt (d. 1504, Berlin: Gemäldegalerie; Woermann,
Dresden 1899, cat. no. 1; Friedländer and Rosenberg The Paintings of Lucas Cranach, no. 10. See
also Cranach Digital Archive, http://lucascranach.org/DE_smbGG_564A (accessed 7 May 2020).
Burke claims that up to 1899, it was thought to be the only verified work by Cranach, see W. L. M
Burke. ‘Lucas Cranach the Elder’, The Art Bulletin, 18:1, March 1936, (25–53) 25. For an overview
of 1899, and questions of technical attributions, see R. Lubashevsky-Amar. ‘Rediscovering Lucas
Cranach the Elder by means of Light-Based Technology’, in R. Lubashevsky and R. Milano (eds.),
Light in a Socio-Cultural Perspective. Newcastle: Cambridge Scholars Press, 2017, 64–65.
‘nach Dürer und Holbein der meistgennante und seiner Zeit einflüssreichste deutsche Maler
der Renaissance – Zeit is und als Führer, wenn nicht als Begründer, der sächsischen Schule‘,
K. Woermann. ‘Einleitung’, Abteilung Cranach Ausstellung, in Deutsche Kunst Ausstellung Dresden,
1899: Abteilung Cranach Ausstellung Wissenschaftliches Verzeichnis Der Ausgestellten Werke.
Dresden-Blasewitz: Alwin Arnold, 1899, 1 [author’s translation].
Indeed, a presentation which built on Oskar Eisenmann’s conception of Cranach’s workshop as
a ‘production line’, ‘Lucas Cranach’, in Kunst und Künstler, ed. R. Dohme (Leipzig: E.A. Seemann,
1877), 34.
Les Primitifs Flamands (Bruges, 1902); Les Primitifs Français (Paris, 1904); Mostra dell’Antica Arte
Senese (Siena, 1904); Ausstellung zu Düsseldorf (Düsseldorf, 1904).
Woermann, ‘Einleitung’ in Abteilung Cranach-Ausstellung, 1.
Including the facsimile series of large-scale copper engravings and woodcuts from Friedrich
Lippmann’s 1895 Album, Lucas Cranach: Collection of his Copper-Engravings and Woodcuts. Berlin:
G. Grote; Woermann Abteilung Cranach-Ausstellung, 104–09.
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‘Cranach 1899’ as the ‘great exhibition of 1899’.61 A pivotal context in this response was
Cranach’s developed construction as a ‘primitif’ modern, which by the late 19th century,
coded both his art’s Reformation legacy – through its popular and ‘national’ appeal – as
developed by Waagen and Lübke – but also its more suggestive and complex aspects.
Cranach’s ‘primitive’ status is complicated by the question of why interest in his art’s Gothic
and Catholic practices comes back (Kugler’s appropriated history) in the early 1900s. This
Gothicism revives the other, neglected narrative of Renaissance art, and the rewriting of its
romantic Catholic afterlives into a very different construct of late 19th-century modernity via
the figure of the so-called artist ‘primitive’.
It is worth pausing on this point, for it brings into focus a shift towards interest in
Cranach’s ‘Gothic’ elements, alongside ambiguities in his courtly commissions for the Electors
of Wittenberg. Linked with these is his developed potency as a bearer of tension. By the fin
de siècle, the figure of the ‘primitif’ had acquired ambiguous and polyvalent meanings. On
the one hand, as highlighted in Lübke’s example, the artist-primitive is appropriated as the
authentic emblem of an idea of nation founded in a Protestant spirit of progress centred on a
unified construct of historical, cultural (and as both Waagen and Lübke suggest), an emerging
ethnic identity of nationhood. Yet on the other hand, from the early 1880s, the ‘primitive’
entwines with a more pervasive, Decadent view of art and culture. The artist-as-primitive
comes to embody the inverse of dominant 19th-century evolutionary and artistic tropes
of progress, naturalism, modernity and cultural ‘holism’.62 Instead, it signifies apparently
opposed tendencies: the recursive and modern, ‘naïveté’ and the ultra-refined; the perversely
sophisticated and savage.
Suggestively charted in Emile Verhaeren’s ‘Gothiques allemandes’ (1886),63 Gothiques
takes the reader elsewhere: to evoking the distant, dark, the erotic, and to a ‘primitive’
centred on the alluring discovery of more potent medieval and early-modern German
artist primitives than their better-known Netherlandish counterparts (Memling, Rogier
van der Weyden and the van Eycks). Along with Cranach, Holbein and Dürer – ‘un Dieu
en trois personnes’ (‘a single Creator in three individuals’) – Verhaeren shines a light on a
gothic he finds ‘multiforme, ténébreux’ (‘multiform, tenebrous’) incarnated by his trio and
those, he avers, even more mysterious and still scarcely-known ‘Gothiques’ (Hans Baldung
Grien, Martin Wolgemuth, Hans Burgkmair, Matthias Grünewald): evocations strikingly
close to the Mallarméan art of ‘suggestion’ vaunted in the Symbolist literary manifestos
of 1886–87.64 Such interests further resonate with Téodor de Wyzéwa’s 1887 two-stage,
Voyage aux primitifs allemands,65 connected to a developed attention in the period’s art
and experimental literature with the cultivation of a Nordic sensibility. It is a construct,
which in contrast to Teutonism, foregrounds ‘Nordic-ness’ as a potent evocation and space

61

62

63
64
65

Burke, ‘Lucas Cranach the Elder’, 25; the exhibition received extensive coverage in the Berlin and
Leipzig-based Kunstchronik (E. Flechsig. ‘The Opening of the Cranach Exhibition Dresden’, 22: 20
April 1899, 337–41; W. Schöler Mann. ‘Die Dresdener Cranach-Ausstellung’, 23: 27 April 1899,
356–61), in London and New York, The Magazine of Art (O. Maus. January 1900, 66–75), and the
Parisian Gazette des Beaux-Arts (Woldemar de Seidlitz. ‘L’Exposition Cranach à Dresde’, 22: 1 Sep.
1899, 191–207).
Notably, as promulgated in Hippolyte Taine’s series of lectures on the art of the Low Countries
at the Paris Ecole des Beaux-Arts, published as his Philosophie de l’art dans les Pays-Bas (1869),
developed in his narrative of ‘progress’ from earlier ‘primitive barbarisms’ (including early
Netherlandish artists), to a vision of secular progressivism, which Taine sees incarnated in
Rembrandt’s art as an avatar of a ‘progressive’ cultural modernity, see Hippolyte Taine.
Philosophie de l’art. 2 vols, Paris: Hachette, 1904, v. 2,77.
First published in the Brussels-based, avant-garde L’Art moderne (5 Aug 1886), and in shorter form
in the Parisian, La Vogue, organ of the Symbolists (27 Sep – 4 Oct 1886), repr.; Emile Verhaeren.
Sensations d’art. Ed. F.-M. Deyrolle. Toulouse: Séguier, 1989, 57–59.
Verhaeren, ‘Les Gothiques allemandes’ (1888), Sensations d’art (1989), 57.
Téodor de Wyzéwa. ‘Voyage aux primitifs Allemandes’, La Revue indépendante, 4 & 5, September
and November 1887, Geneva: Slatkine repr., 1970, 201–25; 292–323.
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of difference.66 In short, a new focus on and visibility for so-called ‘primitive’ German art in
1880s and 1890s avant-garde artistic and literary circles, in which Verhaeren’s invocation of
‘les plus glorieuses inventions du Nord’ (‘the most glorious creations of the North’67) would
prove inspirational, points elsewhere. That is, a heightened attraction to neglected artistic
traditions and to a ‘Gothic’ perceived as more tantalisingly ‘other’, and which has its locus in
an expanded Northern cultural imaginary, shifting attention to Europe’s north and east, as
well as to a perception of Europe’s suppressed (Catholic) heritage. As Jacques Le Goff puts
it, glossing Max Weber’s idea of a ‘disenchanted world’, this Gothic shift reconnects with a
pull towards ‘re-enchantment’, to new expressions of spirituality and to a darker later 19thcentury cultural vision of modernity. Closely connected is an idea of emotive power that does
not emanate from the pious or instructive, channelling a desire, as Le Goff puts it, ‘to reenchant, sacralise the world and humanity – without ignoring the demonic to ensure it has an
obstacle’ (‘enchanter, sacraliser le monde et l’humanité – sans ignorer l’action du diable pour
y faire obstacle’).68

3.2 Cranach’s Gothic connections: A ‘primitif’ Modern
For key fin-de-siècle artists and writers, Cranach’s art becomes co-opted as a potent emblem
of this cultural ‘otherness’, arguably through the very duality of his legacy, strung between
overlapping allegiances of his Catholic and Lutheran patrons, particularly after 1521, and
between negotiated practices of making and imaging.69 Further, Karl Woermann’s attribution
work,70 and by the early 1890s, sales of Cranach’s major works, notably the Habich sale
(Cologne and Berlin, 1892) and Sedelmeyer auction (Paris, 1899),71 brought Cranach and
his workshop to wider circles of collectors and artists, as a ‘discovery’ formerly accessible
mainly via aristocratic and private collections. The prolific activities of the Berlin art historian
Wilhelm von Bode added to Cranach’s new visibility through publications,72 and via the 1898
‘Exhibition of Medieval and Renaissance Art’ or ‘Renaissance Exhibition’ (‘Die AusstellungRenaissance’) at the Berlin Academy of Arts, which included among its leading organisers,
Bode, Max Friedländer and the founder of the Berlin Secession, the artist Max Liebermann.
With its emphasis on displaying Cranach’s art from private Berlin collections in the company
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See Juliet Simpson. ‘Nordic Devotions: Gothic Art as Erotic Affect – J.-K. Huysmans’ Decadent Gothic
Moderns’, in P. Lyytikäinen, M. Hinrikus, V. Parente-Čapková, R. Rossi (eds.), Nordic Literature of
Decadence. Routledge: New York, 2019, 239–54.
Verhaeren, ‘L’Histoire de l’art’ (1890), Sensations d’art, 23.
Referencing M. Weber’s Le Désenchantement du monde (1917) and its concern with the secular
rationalisation of religious thought and magic, see J. Le Goff. A la recherche du temps sacré. Paris:
Editions Perrin, 2011, 12.
On the complex entwining of Lutheran and Catholic confessional practices in the context of
Cranach’s art, see B. Heal. A Magnificent Faith: Art and Identity in Lutheran Germany. Oxford: OUP,
2017, esp. 6–8.
Notably in his 1887 Katalog der königlichen Gemäldegalerie zu Dresden (‘Catalogue of the Royal
Dresden Gemäldegalerie’), which included new Cranach & Workshop attributions, notably, The
Adoration of the Magi (c. 1515) and The Annunciation (c. 1515–20), see Cranach Digital Archive
http://lucascranach.org/DE_SKD_GG1932D and http://lucascranach.org/DE_SKD_GG1932B
(accessed 15 May 2020).
George Edward Habich. Katalog der Ausgewählten und Reichhalten Gemälde-Sammlung des
Rentners Herrn Edward Habich zu Cassel. Köln: Dumont-Schauberg, 1892, 9, 10 May 1892
(Lempertz-Heberle, Köln; Schall, Berlin): cat. no. 86 (Cranach the Elder, The Silver Age: the Effects
of Jealousy, National Gallery, London); Charles Sedelmeyer. Catalogue des tableaux composant la
collection Ch. Sedelmeyer, troisième vente, comprenant les tableaux des écoles flamande, italienne,
espagnole et des maîtres primitifs. Galerie Sedelmeyer, Paris, 3–5 June 1899): cat. no. 3 (Cranach
the Younger, Portrait of a Gentleman, 1557).
Wilhelm von Bode. Die Grossherzogliche Gemälde-Galerie zu Schwerin (‘The Grand Ducal Painting
Gallery in Schwerin’). Vienna, 1891, featuring six Cranach portraits from major Northern German
collections, 164–65.
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Fig. 3. Lucas Cranach the
Elder, Portrait of a Woman
(considered as that of
Sybille de Cleves, Elector of
Saxony), 1526, oil on panel,
88.5cm x 58.5cm
The State Hermitage
Museum, St Petersburg
Exhibited in the ‘Cranach
Exhibition’ in Dresden, 1899
Photo: Bridgeman Images
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of other neglected ‘primitives’ (Barthel Bruyn and
Hans Baldung Grien), it now revealed them to fresh
eyes, even if in Friedländer’s view, Cranach’s work (of
more certain attribution) was not as richly represented
as the occasion merited.73 Nonetheless, it would be
fair to conjecture that in the decade from 1890 to the
early 1900s, Cranach’s reputation rose exponentially
amongst collectors, dealers, and the art-savvy publics
courted by both Bode’s and Woermann’s exhibitions.
More potently, the attention excited, in particular by
Cranach’s mythologies and workshop practice (both
highlighted in the Dresden 1899 exhibition), gave his
art new-found resonance in the cultural modernities at
the turn of the 20th century in and beyond Berlin. The
selection of 25 photographs reproduced in Woermann’s
1899 Cranach catalogue is striking for its focus on rarely
shown paintings (notably, the Madonna and Child
under the Apple Tree, The Hermitage), and especially on
those with heightened erotic, enigmatic, macabre, even
violent subject-matter. Strikingly demonstrable in the
portrait of Sybilla of Cleves (The Hermitage, Fig. 3), the
mythologies, Lucretia (Veste Coburg), the Judgement
of Paris (Metropolitan Museum) and Venus and Cupid
(The Hermitage), with their suggestive ‘femmes fatales’
and erotic-macabre dualities, the focus on these themes
is at its most explicitly ‘wild’ in treatment in The Fruits
of Jealousy: the Close of the Silver Age (Klassik Stiftung
Weimar, Fig. 4).74 More than this: reproduced in smoky
half-tones, soft contours and chiaroscuro passages,
it is tempting to see in the photographs yet another
suggestive image of Cranach’s paintings emerging.
Evoking an art of mystery, a mood of seductive and
bewitching fantasy, it resonates with the period’s
Symbolist and Secessionist tendencies, heightening the oneiric potency of Cranach’s entwined
German-Nordic ‘Gothic’ and ‘Renaissance’ elements.
Indeed this Decadent appeal is a dominant motivation for Cranach’s interest for
artists as well as writers in the contexts of and following 1899; it is also a stimulus for
an alternative memory-making in which reframing Cranach’s Catholic and court legacies
becomes pivotal. Such interests are already traceable in the medievalisms of the mid-19th
century. While Reformation art exerted an obvious appeal for 19th-century artists in the
creation – as highlighted in Ford Madox Brown’s case75 – of updated cultural symbols of
Northern nationhood linked to the Anglo-Saxonism touched on in Waagen’s treatment, and
more openly developed by Lübke. Far less commented on is the attraction to an entangled

73

74

75

Ausstellung von kunstwerken des Mittelalters und der Renaissance aus Berliner Privatbesitz
verantstaltet von der Kunstgeschichtlichen Gesellschaft, Wilhelm Bode, ‘Einleitung’, Berlin:
G. Grote’sche, 1899, 20 May – 3 June 1898 (Alten Akademie der Kunst); Friedländer‘s treatment
of Cranach formed part of his key introductory catalogue section, ‘Malerei Niederländer und
Deutsche’ (‘Dutch and German Artists’), in Ausstellung von kunstwerken des Mittelalters und der
Renaissance, 1899, esp. 33–34.
Woermann, Abteilung Cranach-Ausstellung, nos 82, 25, 86, 42, 5, 40; on the themes of ‘wild
people’ in the Weimar Silver Age and related versions, see S. Foister. Lucas Cranach the Elder,
Primitive People. London: The National Gallery, 2015, https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/
media/16341/cranach-catalogue-primitive-people.pdf, 4–8 (accessed 16 May 2020).
See V.B. Richmond. ‘Ford Madox Brown’s Protestant Medievalism: Chaucer and Wycliffe’,
Christianity and Literature, 54: 3, Spring 2005, 363–96.
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Fig. 4. Lucas Cranach the Elder,
Battle between Naked Men and Their
Complaining Women (The Fruits of
Jealousy: the Close of the Silver Age),
1527, oil on beech wood, 53cm x 38.1cm
Klassik Stiftung Weimar, Museums
Exhibited in the ‘Cranach Exhibition’ in
Dresden 1899

Photo: Klassik Stiftung Weimar, Museen (All rights
reserved)

story of Catholic and Protestant artistic legacies, which as
we have seen, becomes explicit in mid-to-later century
responses to medieval and Northern Renaissance, and
more pointedly, German art. William Holman Hunt
is a suggestive case in point. Hunt owned Cranach’s
Portrait of a Man with a Spotted Fur Collar (Private
Collection, Fig. 5) – a court commission, thought to
be the work he referred to in 1862 as ‘my magnificent
Holbein’.76Although a common error at this period,
given the limited access to Cranach’s art and its
authentication, even so, acquiring such a high-quality
early German painting was unusual for artists at this
time. And while specific debts to early-German art in
Hunt’s work remain difficult to pinpoint, there is more
than a hint of Cranach’s powerful, sinuous line and
Saxon court opulence with its rich colour, ornament and
surface allure echoed in Hunt’s work of the late 1860s,
particularly in his 1868 portrait of his second wife, Edith,
The Birthday (Private Collection, Fig. 6). Here, the stylised
naturalism of Edith’s pose, her heavy gown and shawl
with its suggested feather pattern and elaborate fur trim
are markedly Northern Renaissance in character. But
perhaps most striking is the heavy necklace at her throat
and string of beads hanging rosary-like from her hand,
an echo of the chain-like jewels worn by Cranach’s Saxon
princesses and Venuses, and which for Kugler, distilled
more than any other aspect, their erotic and dangerous
allure.
A further response to what Kugler discerned as
Cranach’s quality of ‘peculiar, demonic fantasy’ is to be
found in Edward Burne-Jones’s 1860 watercolour of the
sorceress Sidonia von Bork 1560 (Tate, London, Fig. 7). Inspired by Wilhelm
Meinhold’s 1847 Baltic Gothic romance, Sidonia von Bork: Die Kloisterhexe
(translated into English in 1849), it was reputedly a favourite of Rossetti’s,
who is then credited with showing it to Burne-Jones. But of particular salience
is Meinhold’s claim that the visual source for his ‘Sidonie’ was a portrait by
Cranach of the eponymous ‘Cloister Enchantress’ discovered in a remote
North German castle.77 Whilst it appears likely that Meinhold’s Cranach was a
composite creation, or by the work of a follower, what is clear is the marked
(if neglected) interest in Rossetti and Burne-Jones’s circles in medieval and
early-modern German art as a key stimulus for developing their concern

76

77

In a letter to Ford Madox Brown, see J. Bronkhurst. William Holman Hunt:
A catalogue raisonné. 2 vols. New Haven and London: Yale UP, 2006: 1, 45. This
was the work exhibited (although not yet attributed) at the 1912 Royal Academy
exhibition, ‘Old Masters, Deceased Masters of the British School’, then sold on by
Hunt’s widow, Edith, to the Munich art dealer, Julius Böhler in 1914, see Sotheby’s
auction catalogue, Old Masters Evening Sale (4 July 2018), http://www.sothebys.
com/en/auctions/ecatalogue/2018/old-masters-evening-l18033/lot.7.html
(accessed 18 May 2020).
See R. Hewison (ed.). Ruskin’s Artists: Studies in the Victorian Visual Economy. New
York: Ashgate-Routledge, 2000, Helsinger, note 23; on Burne-Jones, Rossetti and
Meinhold’s ‘medievalism’, see S. Wildman and J. Christian. Edward Burne-Jones:
Victorian Artist-Dreamer. New York: Metropolitan Museum/Harry N. Abrams,
2000, 66–68, although the wider implications of the German early-modern
inspiration remain to be developed.
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Fig. 5. Lucas Cranach the Elder, Portrait of a Man
with a Spotted Fur Collar, c. 1510–12, oil on oak,
48.4cm x 36.4cm
Private Collection
Photo: Wikimedia / Sothebys

with an uncanny modern, artifice, and especially the
dangerously seductive woman/muse. Again, striking in
Burne-Jones’s watercolour, is Sidonia’s fantastically crosspatterned gown, her netted hair and bejewelled neck,
which while not an exact counterpart, resonates with
the sumptuous brocades and costumed, netted hair in
Cranach’s Three Princesses of Saxony (c. 1535: Vienna,
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Fig. 8), where the emphasis on
extravagant costume and ornament codes the erotic (and
suggestively dangerous) allure of the courtly woman.
Both Hunt’s and arguably more explicitly BurneJones’s examples (his Sidonia was not exhibited until 1892)
intimate ways in which Cranach’s art’s – again, that peculiar
quality of fantasy – had begun to permeate later 19thcentury artistic sensibilities in new ways. The opulence
evoked by his paintings of Wittenberg Saxon court figures
with their mannered naturalism and heavy ornaments,
his enigmatic, even troubling mythologies, could be construed in a fin-de-siècle context as
powerfully modern in their ‘otherness’. To borrow an idea from Johan Huizinga, it is their
Gothic exaggeration of visual, performative aspects that reveal rather than conceal the inner
world of Cranach’s subjects. This is what Huizinga calls ‘primitive’: that is, his perception that
in Gothic art, we perceive story or ‘subject’ distilled to its essential aesthetic elements of an
action, colour, an emotion.78 Or, as Oscar Wilde puts it similarly, ‘all art is at once surface and
symbol’.79
Indeed, by the mid-1880s, Cranach’s art is foregrounded within an overtly Decadent
framework of interests. What is new, here, is the shift from a German revival artist to an
uncanny alterity figure. This position now links the artificial with the suggestively Gothic,
‘primitive’ and Nordic as a key inspiration for a Decadent construct of a shadow modernity.
Once again, a pivotal focus is Cranach’s female court-pleasers, together with their erotic and
dangerous mythological counterparts – his Sibyllas, Sidonias, Venuses, Lucretias, Salomes
and Judiths – as new sources of Decadent attraction to the complexly artificial, voyeuristic,
the morbid and perversely infantile. In Téodor de Wyzéwa’s 1887 travels in quest of German
‘primitives’, he discovers in Cranach an avatar of the perverse decadent female body,
miraculously pubescent with its sinuous Gothic line; both ‘malicious and simple’. He goes
on to develop the idea, evoking Cranach’s Lucretia (c. 1530) in the Munich Alte Pinakothek80
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79
80

In connection with what Huizinga calls ‘forms’, that is in late Gothic cultures what he calls,
‘the aesthetic shaping of emotions’ through highly stylised, especially visual rituals (ideals
of knighthood, courtly love, mourning, devotions) and, ‘[which] allowed that high degree of
expression demanded by the times …’; he adds: ‘[it is] a combination of primitivity, high sensitivity
and suggestive form’, J. Huizinga. The Autumn of the Middle Ages, 53–55.
Oscar Wilde. The Picture of Dorian Gray (1891). London: Penguin Books, 2003, 46.
Friedländer and Rosenberg, The Paintings of Lucas Cranach, no. 240.
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Fig. 6. William Holman Hunt, The Birthday,
1868, oil on canvas, 102.8cm x 72.7cm,
a portrait of Marion Edith Waugh given to her
as a memento of her 21st birthday
Private Collection

Fig. 7. Sir Edward Coley Burne-Jones,
Sidonia von Bork 1560, 1860, watercolour and
gouache on paper, 33.3cm x 17.1cm
Tate, London
Photo: © Tate

Photo: © Christie’s Images / Bridgeman Images

with its ‘mysteriously seductive’ affect, its ‘strangely lascivious and wilfully ironic’ charms81
(a treatment far removed from the image of the wronged, yet virtuous heroine popularised
in early Protestant iconography). And the theme crops up slightly earlier, but embellished in
Jean Lorrain’s 1885 poem Devant un Cranach (In front of a Cranach). Lorrain’s ‘Cranach’ is
a suggestive homoerotic play on Cranach and his followers’ many depictions of Judith with
the Head of Holofernes (potentially, a composite of the versions in Vienna, Stuttgart, Berlin
and Cassel82). Yet as well as the heightened erotic treatment of Cranach’s ‘femme-fatale’ – ‘a
virgin ferocious and delicate’, conjured dressed for the kill with her ornate chains, ‘flame-hued
bodice’ and jewel-encrusted, deadly fingers83 – most striking is Lorrain’s evocation of Cranach’s
painting as a multiple signifier of alterity, perverse sexuality and ‘primitivity’. The effect is to
transpose and amplify the ambiguous tensions and subtexts of Cranach’s Saxon court imagery,

81
82
83

‘[U]ne mystérieuse séduction [ ] ‘une singulière vision lascive, volontiers ironique’, Wyzéwa,
‘Voyage aux Primitifs allemands’ (1887), 215.
See Friedländer and Rosenberg, The Paintings of Lucas Cranach, nos 230A, 230, 234, 230H.
‘Une vierge à la fois féroce et délicate/Des chaînons ciselés, des colliers, vieux ors mats [ ] Le corset
couleur feu; les doigts de ses mains blanches/Sont surchargés d’anneaux de verre de Venise’, J.
Lorrain. L’Ombre ardente. Paris: Librairie Charpentier & Fasquelle, 1897: IX, 13.
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Fig 8. Lucas Cranach the Elder, Three Princesses of Saxony, Sibylla (1515–92), Emilia (1516–91) and
Sidonia (1518–75), daughters of Duke Heinrich of Frommen, c. 1535, oil on panel, 62cm x 89cm
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna
Photo: Bridgeman Images

its provocations of cruelty and beauty, surface, symbol and emotion, into a present late
19th-century imaginary.
Further, both Wyzéwa’s and Lorrain’s ‘Cranach’ is a border-crossing figure. Wyzéwa
expands on the theme, again in his 1887 Voyage, where he emphasises that new interest in
the German primitives is to be found more than any other quality in their capacities to arouse
intense emotions: a perception which deftly wraps together their Catholic, devotional and
courtly contexts into their fin-de-siècle reinventions.84 The activities in Berlin and Dresden
from the early 1890s to put neglected medieval and early-modern German artistic patrimony
on the map, coinciding with expanding Secessionist art circles, made these ‘primitive’
reinventions even more resonant. This takes an explicitly North-German and Nordic direction;
yet the relationship with a nationalistic cultural impetus is not clear-cut. The visibility that
Bode, Lippmann and Woermann gave in particular to Cranach’s art and to that of his workshop
(as highlighted) went beyond a pitch to Wilhelmine conservatism. Rather they were more

84

‘Les primitifs allemands exerçaient la vertu d’une peinture complète, ensemble musicale et
sensationnelle. Ils figuraient ce qu’ils voyaient: ils voyaient les choses imprégnées d’émotions
constants.’ (‘The German primitives exercised the virtue of a total art, a musical and sensational
whole. They figured that which they saw; they saw things imbued by deep emotions.’), Wyzéwa,
‘Voyage aux primitifs allemands’ (1887): 5, 210–11.
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Fig 9. Joseph Kaspar
Satter, Der Wurmstich
– Piqûre de ver (The
Wormhole – Worm-bite),
coloured heliogravure,
illustration (plate 1) from
Ein Moderner Totentanz
in 16 Bildern, 1894. Berlin:
Stargardt, 1912
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innovative, developing through
gallery displays and facsimile
collections (via Lippmann’s 1895
Cranach prints), a larger perspective
on integrated medieval and early
Renaissance cultures of art and
craft; court and workshop;85 and in
the 1898 ‘Renaissance Exhibition’,
revealing unseen, but shown to be
substantial contributions of a North
German and Baltic legacy.86
These activities were
doubtless also a key stimulus for the
circulation of German ‘primitives’
in Berlin and Dresden avant-garde
art, prints and collecting networks
between 1895 and the early
1900s. These alliances notably
included the Berlin-based Alsatian
artist, Joseph Sattler and his links
with cosmopolitan Nordic groups
(including Lovis Corinth, Edvard
Munch and Akseli Gallen-Kallela)
involved in the newly-founded avantgarde periodical, Pan.87 Sattler’s prodigious prints of the early 1890s drew almost exclusively
on the work of Dürer, Holbein, Cranach and such newer ‘primitive’ interests as Hans Baldung
Grien.88 With its marked concern with developing a Northern uncanny and ‘Dance of Death’,
Sattler’s distinctive innovation is to exploit the potential of an earlier graphic medium for
heightened emotive impact through a stylised linear, yet eerily energetic treatment (the
paradoxical death energy of the Gothic ‘Danse Macabre’). This is demonstrable in his 1893–94
album, A Modern Dance of Death (Ein Moderner Totentanz, Berlin 1894, Fig. 9) and in his
numerous covers for Pan. Sattler’s work is coloured by an overt, often repellent nationalism,
its darker undercurrents of Nietszchean and Northern tropes – stalking skeletons, stylised
‘völkisch’ peasants, brooding landscapes, Dürer-esque cottages – finding an extreme echo in
Julius Langbehn’s polemical, yet disturbingly popular Rembrandt as Educator (Rembrandt als
Erzheier, 1890) with its virulent cult of an art of rooted ‘German-ness’, cleansed as Langbehn
sees it, from over-cultivation.89 Even so, the ubiquity of Sattler’s print output at this period,
his cultivation of effects of image ambiguity and expressive Jugendstil line, raises the intriguing
85

86
87
88

89

On Bode’s ‘integrated displays’, see B. Paul and N. Levis. ‘“Collecting is the Noblest of all Passions”:
Wilhelm von Bode and the Relationship between Museums, Art Dealing and Private Collecting’,
‘The Political Economy of Art’, International Journal of Political Economy, 25: 2, Summer 1995,
9–32.
Notably those of the Schwerin ducal collections and the Wesendonck Villa in Berlin.
See M. M. Moeller. ‘Gallen-Kallela, affinités allemandes’, in Akseli Gallen-Kallela (exh. cat., Helsinki–
Paris–Düsseldorf, 2011–2012). Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz, Paris: RMN, 2011, 163–71.
On Sattler’s career, see V. Wackenheim. Joseph Kaspar Sattler: La Tentation de l’os. Strasbourg:
L’Atelier contemporain-François Marie Deyrolle Éditeur, 2016; one of the few post-1900 studies on
this otherwise neglected figure, but his German ‘primitive’ sources were extensively noted by his
contemporaries, esp. by the Nietzschean Henri Albert. Le Mercure de France, 13, March 1895, 324.
The book ran to 49 editions by 1909; for the stir it caused, including publications that linked
Rembrandt with Bismarck’s militarism, see C.T. Carr. ‘Julius Langbehn: a Forerunner of National
Socialism’, German Life and Letters, 3: 1, October 1938, 45–54; on the complex fusion of
Nietszschean currents and a construct of the Gothic (German) artist (that included Cranach) as a
forerunner of the 20th-century modernist (notably elaborated by Wilhelm Worringer), see
N. H. Donahue (ed.). Invisible Cathedrals: the Expressionist Art History of Wilhelm Worringer.
University Park: Penn. State University Press, 1995, esp. 1–9.
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Fig. 10. Akseli GallenKallela, Illustration
vignette for Paul
Scheerbart’s poem,
‘Le Chant du roi’,
published in the
magazine Pan
April–May 1895
Photo: Finnish National
Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen

possibility that Lovis Corinth’s and more probably Akseli Gallen-Kallela’s graphic works for
Pan, drew from these German ‘primitives’, particularly Cranach’s work, as a potent alternative
source of artistic modernity and difference.90 The circling interlace of nude figures in GallenKallela’s 1895 vignette for Paul Scheerbart’s Le Chant du roi (original Musée d’Orsay, Fig. 10)
with their sinuous, wiry sensuality and frond-like hair, echoes the almost violent interplay
of grappling nude bodies and nymph-women in late Cranach mythologies, particularly
those featuring ‘wild people’, as in The Fruits of Jealousy (Fig. 4), shown in Dresden, in 1899.
Another of Gallen-Kallela’s projects for Pan (1895, Musée d’Orsay) shows two similar types
of Gothic pubescent and sinuous female nudes clasped by a faun-like male, intimating
effects of a primitive, spiritualised, yet vitalistic energy (which resonates with the ‘Totentanz’
iconography).
But perhaps the most striking of responses to Cranach’s ‘primitive’ potency is to be
found in Paula Modersohn-Becker’s 1906 re-working of Cranach’s Venus in a Landscape (1529,
Louvre)91 in her full-length nude self-portrait, Self-Portrait on the Sixth Wedding Anniversary
(Bremen, Paula Modersohn-Becker Museum, Fig. 11).92 In Modersohn-Becker’s recreation
– the very first such nude treatment by a woman, as Diane Radyki points out – Cranach’s
entwined Reformation-Renaissance afterlife comes full-circle. But Modersohn-Becker, who
wrote about being ‘captivated by the Old Germans, Dürer […] and Lucas Cranach with his
half-childlike, half-coquettish Eves’,93 updates the vision, substituting for Venus’s titillating neck
chain and diaphanous veil, a simple string of amber beads and a cloth, loosely wound below
her rounded belly. The inspiration is less that of a teasing court or decadent seductress, but
Cranach’s art as a source for a different self-modelling, presenting a new possibility for artistic
freedom in a depiction of frank female sexuality.

90
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Moeller notes that Sattler and Gallen-Kallela met, and that Sattler was inspirational for
Gallen-Kallela’s interest in the woodcut medium, but the German ‘primitives’ interest remains
undeveloped, Moeller, ‘Gallen-Kallela, affinités allemands’, 66.
Friedländer and Rosenberg, The Paintings of Lucas Cranach, no. 2.
See Diane Radyki. Paula Modersohn-Becker: The First Modern Woman Artist. New Haven and
London: Yale, 2013, esp. 154–56.
Modersohn-Becker, in a letter to her parents detailing her visit to Vienna’s art collections (Berlin:
10 December, 1897), in G. Busch and L. von Reinken (eds.). Paula Modersohn-Becker: the Letters
and Journals. Transl. A.S. Wensinger and C. Clew Hoey. Evanston: Northwestern University Press,
1998, 86–86 (this citation, 86).
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Fig. 11. Paula Modersohn-Becker,
Self-Portrait on the Sixth Wedding
Anniversary, 1906, oil on canvas,
101.8cm x 70.2cm
Paula Modersohn-Becker Museum,
Bremen

Photo © Fine Art Images / Bridgeman Images

Conclusions: Cranach – between nation and alterity
Returning to 1899 and to conclude, are two examples which arguably distil the larger
significance of Cranach and his art’s reframing before and after the Dresden exhibition. The
first is the Russian-born German art historian, Woldemar de Seidlitz’s lengthy exhibition
review in the Parisian Gazette des Beaux-Arts; the other is the Belgian art critic, Octave
Maus’s 1900 article for The Magazine of Art.94 Key for Seidlitz is the panorama provided by
Woermann’s display, giving viewers the sense of a figure, relegated like ‘popular’ artists of the
French Third Republic to a ‘Pompier’, who is now revealed as possessing ‘une force créatrice,
tantôt fantastique, tantôt réaliste’ (‘a creative force, so fantastical, so realistic’), a vigour, even
brilliance, placing Cranach in the front rank of the artists of his age (‘au tout premier rang’)
namely Baldung Grien, Hans Burgkmair and Albert Altdorfer.95 And Seidlitz stresses that this
perception is evident as much through the range of collections, and in Woermann’s judicious
selection showing the visibility of Cranach to other nations, as it is in the exhibition contents
itself. But what is most striking in Seidlitz’s review is the picture it paints of an artist steeped
in both ‘fantasy’ and ‘a rich, dazzling colour’ (‘une richesse de couleur éblouissante’),96 and a
strong sensation of reality, of his woodcut métier as both refined and direct, of Wittenberg
as an epigone of flourishing intellectual and artistic life, at a crossroads of faith, humanism
and art.97 In short, it is an image of a Wittenberg that suggestively echoes the world of

94
95
96
97

Octave Maus, ‘The Works of Lucas Cranach the Elder Exhibited at Dresden, 1899’, The Magazine of
Art, London and New York: January 1900, 66–75.
Seidlitz, ‘L’Exposition Cranach à Dresde’, 193.
Alongside a reproduction of Cranach’s Madonna with Child under the Apple Tree (Hermitage),
Seidlitz, ‘L’Exposition Cranach à Dresde’, 197.
Seidlitz, ‘L’Exposition Cranach à Dresde’, 205.
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Burgundian France; it is Catholic and Protestant, a cosmopolitan projection of the synthetic
(‘modern’) Cranach.
Octave Maus’s piece reprises these themes. But here the myth-making is sharper,
the register more forceful, the target more directed. Cranach is for Maus, the epitome of
‘a sane realist’, in marked contrast to that other fin-de-siècle ‘primitive’ emblem, Matthias
Grünewald’s ‘restless visionary art’. We are told that ‘he comes from a healthy tree’; his
art evinces ‘fertility’, ‘popularity’, simplicity – read as a shorthand for ‘directness of style’.98
Above all, Maus avers, ‘the race he belongs to stands manifest and indelible in these – his
and his workshop’s works – their root lies deep in the soil of Germany’.99 This, too, transcends
the language of revivalism; it has become an uneasy image, an ideological projection of
race. But Maus also makes a further connection, and in so doing appropriates that more
ambiguous hinterland of Cranach as a ‘primitive’. He does this by insisting on Cranach’s
revealed status being of all German artists, ‘the most profoundly national’.100 And here, Maus
projects an identity of a ‘national’ art as unity of cultural characteristics, manifest in a unity
and replication of style (with its epitome in Cranach’s workshop and print practices). At its
root, a Reformation (not Romantic) principle, one which excludes the ‘restless visionary,
Grünewald’ who stands as cipher for that other ‘primitive’: the Catholic, the dark; the
‘untranslatable’, in J.-K. Huysmans’s resonant words.
To reprise Friedländer and Rosenberg’s central insight: it appears that Cranach may
have more than merited his 19th-century retrieval and late 19th-century reinventions as
the image and bearer of ‘turmoil’. In this, artists and writers of the fin de siècle well into the
early 1900s, could with some legitimacy perceive in his art a more complex – and nuanced –
‘modern’ at a crossroads of Gothic, Renaissance and Reformation cultures, with a substantial
afterlife. Cranach’s Reformation memory becomes less of a journey from past to present,
from superstition to reason, relic to the real, than a complex emblem of both ‘reform’ and
alterity; national interest and difference; of ‘rootedness’ and trans-cultural connection. In
this sense, Cranach’s Gothic ‘other’ stands as a time-knot of memory and modernity, turning
constructions of his art and its image into a figure that crosses boundaries of art and culture
as much as defines them.

98 Maus, ‘The Works of Lucas Cranach the Elder Exhibited at Dresden, 1899’, 68.
99 Maus, ‘The Works of Lucas Cranach the Elder Exhibited at Dresden, 1899’, 71.
100 Maus, ‘The Works of Lucas Cranach the Elder Exhibited at Dresden, 1899’, 71.

